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"When one wakes up, the first feeling that he experiences is that of the position of his body 

and limbs and his orientation in,space in relation to the furniture, the walls of the bedroom, the 

window, etc. Here is the primordial foundation of our mental life; on this all the rest is built and 

it needs nothing more in order to appear. The same thing holds true of a group: the awareness 

that it develops of its structure and movements is at the base of all social life."1

Whenever social protests have occurred in recent years, they have quickly been associated 

with catchwords and given labels such as "Twitter-Revolution," "Facebook-Revolution," 

or "YouTube-Revolution." The increasing use of such catchwords does not merely re

flect the profound changes that have taken place in medial relations but rather glorifies 

this change as the originator of social dynamics and simplifies the complex connections 

between social and medial upheavals in a manner that is as striking as it is one-sided. All 

the talk of hyphenated revolutions has not only brought about a rhetorical metamorphosis, 

whereby private corporations are now explicitly treated as major servants of the common 

good; it has also identified medial and social upheavals in such a manner as to leave little 

leeway for making differentiated statements about the involved collectives . 

Admittedly, social functions have come to characterize the aesthetic forms of the Web 

2.0 to an extent that is novel in terms of media history.2 However, even though the distance

between active participation and mediatized enthusiasm has been significantly reduced, 

there is - contrary to the narrative of medially determined revolutions - no certainty that 

the oppositional groups in Tehran, Cairo, or New York can be merged with the so called 

intelligent swarms of the social web and thus be regarded as a homogeneous collective 

subject- regardless of whether all of their activity was coordinated via mobile applica

tions and appeared in network-based forms ofrepresentation. Certain questions remain: 

Do the masses on the street have any correspondence in the social media? What happens 

1 Maurice Halbwachs, Population and Society: Introduction to Social Morphology, trans. Otis Dudley

Duncan and Harold W. Pfautz (Glencoe, IL: The Free Press, 1960), 200. 
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See Stefan Miinker, Emergenz digitaler Ojfentlichkeiten: Die Sozialen Medien im Web 2. 0 (Frankfurt 
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from Social Media—New Masses, eds I. Baxmann et al, diaphanes, Zurich-
Berlin 2016
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